Between the Keys Newsletter
Come with me into a world where visions live, and life and
love are met on my keyboard, down in the spaces between the keys...

July/August/September
2019

Welcome to this issue of the Between the Keys newsletter. As with all things in life,
especially my writing life, it’s a work in progress. The format changes as needs change,
but I strive to present what’s current in my world. Thanks for giving it a look!

Autumn 2019 Updates
With summer fast fading into fall, I’ve gone into the homeowner’s high gear. Having
wooded areas I always have a brush pile ready to burn. Outlying areas need a final
mowing and a few spots on the lane need a top coat of gravel. The mowers and tractor
need checked and in a few short week, the snow blower will be installed on the John
Deere. And did mention having a lot of trees results in multiple trips up and down the
ladder to make sure the gutters are clear? It’s all seasonal work and I wouldn’t trade it
for a New York penthouse. Seriously.
My stepfather died in May and I’ve spent hours sorting through his and my mother’s
lives. It’s been a long, sometimes difficult, process but it’s nearing completion. I have a
man interested in purchasing the house. I hope he does. He’s seen the house and his
vision for what it could be very closely matches my own.
My friend and fellow author, Chris Grover, died on June 19, 2019. I miss her greatly. I
know a lot of other authors via the Internet, but Chris was special. Much like me and
Brenda Williamson, we meshed. Even now, months later, I catch myself wondering what
Chris would think about some tidbit of news or event. I know she wanted her books
removed from sale upon her death but they’re still available. Those handling her estate
need to correct that.
Mid-July I negotiated a four-day workweek with my employer. It was cut back or fully
retire and my employer cut me a deal I couldn’t refuse. I hope it works out that I can
continue to work there and not retire 100% just yet.
To my wonderment and delight, I’ve been writing again! I knew when the pressure in
other areas of my life eased, there would be time to resume. July Heat is almost ready
and I’ve a few ideas percolating for new stories. Stick around and see where they go!
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Works in Progress (still and again!)
The question of the day is always, “What are you going to do next?” That’s the question of the day for me. I confess to
struggling to find time to put my butt in the chair and write. It’s a fact of life of at this point, that of my mother, stepfather,
and partner, I’m the only one standing. I feel like I’m living my life one phone call away from disaster. BUT I’M NOT GIVING
UP!! NO SIR! NO MA’AM! It’s going to get better and I will persevere.
The work with an online editor called Grammarly continues. This piece of artificial intelligence has found items a paid
human editor missed. It’s been a good exercise to brush up on grammar, even if the teacher
is not alive.
JULY HEAT — The story has been advanced. This story is set in Centerville, which it turns
out isn’t too far from Marionville. Our hero in this one is a friend of Logan Gregg (Bored,
Stroked, and Blueprinted). I do plan a mid-2019 release.
THE SUNDOWN SAGA— Once upon a time I compiled a mega volume for the entire
Sundown saga—all five books. I need to tweak the formatting and offer it again (for a
limited time only, of course).
IN TRITON’S TOWER - An unfinished Rayne Forrest story I found in the files. Set in the future
in an upscale, exclusive undersea resort. A reporter goes undercover to write a review on
the resort and ends up pursued by a hunky guest. I’ve no clue why this story wasn’t finished
because...well, because it’s funny!
So there you have it. I’ve got tons of works to complete,
so I’d better finish up this newsletter and get busy!

Deuce’s Day
The life and times of a black Lab living in the country at http:deucesday.blogspot.com
_*_*_

I had a rough night after a vet visit
I had to go to the vet and I didn't like it much. Neither did Mom and Dad, but they felt
they had to take me. My leg has really been hurting, and Mom said it was time for better
pain relief than baby aspirin.
I like riding in Mom's car. It's smooooth. I thought we were going to Sonic for dinner, but
noooo. At the vet’s, we were right away whisked into a little room. A girl came in and
asked a bunch of questions. Half an hour later the vet came in and asked questions. Then
it really got bad. They took me to a different room for the vet to "examine" me. Mom
was not pleased they separated us. I don't know what, exactly, the vet told Mom and
Dad because they made me stay in a different room. I know I didn't like it. I didn't feel
good and I needed MOM. Instead, they HELD ME HOSTAGE UNTIL MOM PAID. I'm only a
dog but I know that wasn't them taking good care of me. I should have been returned to
Mom and Dad right away. Dad would have looked after me while Mom paid. It was 8:00 PM and dark before we left.
I was so sick when we got home. My stomach gurgled and roiled and hurt but I never threw up. Mom lay down with me and
cuddled me because all I could do was whimper and shake. Mom kept rubbing my back and telling me how good I was and
finally I went to sleep.
But now Mom is using a word I don't like the sound of - surgery. Nope. Don't like the sound of that at all. My boy bits hurt
the last time I had surgery. This does not bode well for little ol' me.
Read the entire story at https://deucesday.blogspot.com/2019/09/i-had-rough-nightafter-vet-visit.html
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The Interviewer Questions
Do you try more to be original or to deliver to readers what they want?
Looking back, I believe publishers set writers up for failure with questions like
that. Every publisher asks for new and fresh voices and ideas—until you give
them one. I think the best thing a writer can do is write your story your way.
These days if a publisher doesn’t want the story for whatever reason, it’s easy
to publish it yourself.
As a reader, I like what I like. Using shape shifters as an example, I like real
shape shifters. Why should a shape shifter be confined to one shape? So a
little bit of originality is good. At the same time I want to believe that at the
end of the day the primary couple has had a good experience. Happy for now
is sometimes more appropriate to the couple than happily ever after.
Hitting that happy medium between what readers like and being original
enough to keep the writer’s muse happy is the real sweet spot, and that’s
what I strive to achieve.

The Full Moons
The moon has been our constant companion since the beginning. In ancient times it was a celestial guide.
Now we speculate if it’s artificial in nature. As I’m working on this newsletter, the full moon has lit my
world with silver. Loki the cat is stalking across the yard, headed for the woods, probably to find some poor
unfortunate field mouse.
In a bygone era people planted crops by the moons, harvested, butchered, cut wood, and preformed any
number of survival activities by the location of the moon. Today, we look up and simply enjoy the marvel in
our sky. Which is what I’m doing tonight.
I also tripped across a tidbit of moon lore so I went and Googled it. Apparently the meme is correct. The
next time a full moon will fall on Friday the 13th will be August 13, 2049.
We do live in a fascinating world.
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Names of the full moons:
Wolf Moon – January
Snow Moon – February
Worm Moon – March
Pink Moon – April
Flower Moon – May
Strawberry Moon – June
Buck Moon – July
Sturgeon Moon – August
Harvest Moon – September
Hunter's Moon – October
Beaver Moon – November
Cold Moon – December
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On the Lighter Side

KC Kendricks calls herself an accidental writer. After
completing her first novel in 2003, she was urged to
submit it to a publisher and everything snowballed from
there. Today, KC has had over sixty books published,
both as KC Kendricks (gay romance) and Rayne Forrest
(traditional romance).
By day KC works for a non-profit organization. By night,
she weaves stories to celebrate life, love and the
promise of a hopeful future. KC finds both occupations
extremely rewarding.
A native of scenic western Maryland, KC enjoys most
activities that don’t include snow. In warm weather KC
might be found walking the dog, biking on the C&O
Canal towpath, planting delicacies in her garden for the
deer to munch on at night, playing in the creek, or
lazing on the patio with her Kindle reader or laptop.
KC recently began to research her family
history and can't drive past a cemetery without stopping
to search for family sites. Her mission is to photograph
old tombstones before the elements erode the stones
and the names are lost to time.
KC can be reached through her blog, Between the Keys.
All comments are strictly moderated by the author and
personal messages are treated as such.
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With any luck, we’ll do it
again in a few months.

Stay tuned and keep reading!
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